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     RAK Hotspot Miner Weekly Status Update 

  July 7th, 2021  

We hope everyone in the U.S.A. had a Happy Independence Day Weekend! For all those outside 
the U.S.A., we hope you had a wonderful first weekend of July. Summer 2021 is here and in full 
swing! 

The updated July Shipping Table is below. In order to provide the most accurate shipping estimates, 
we'll continue to update this chart weekly as we work through shipping out the hotspots 

Please see below for the July Shipping Table: 
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The table above only contains the shipping batches that will be shipping this month to help 
avoid confusion. If your order falls in one of the batches that is marked "Complete" in the 
table above, and you have not yet received a tracking number, please email 
support@calchipconnect.com. The Shipping Calculator has been updated to show the newly 
added Sci-Fi Creatures, Chewbacca, Darth Vader, and E.T.!  

 

 

RAK continues to ramp up production and we still hope to fulfill all RAK Hotspot Miner Orders by the end of 
2021!  

UK Orders: 

Shipping of the UK units has resumed and should be brought up to date by the end of this week! 

Hotspot Vendor Channel Discord Update 

Re-posted from the DeWi Alliance:  

All hotspot vendors are migrating customer support outside the Helium Discord to email and/or 
another platform. By the end of the month all hotspot vendor channels will be archived and there will 
be a single read-only channel for all approved vendor announcements. 
 
 

mailto:support@calchipconnect.com
https://www.calchipconnect.com/pages/rak-hotspot-miner-shipping-calculator
https://www.calchipconnect.com/pages/rak-hotspot-miner-shipping-calculator
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Summary of Community Discord Changes: 

 
As of today, July 7th, 2021, all hotspot vendor channels on the Helium Discord Server are now read-
only. 

 
-On July 31st, all manufacturer channels will be archived and the Helium Discord will maintain a 
single, read-only manufacturer-announcement channel. 

*CalChip Connect is discussing the possibility of opening up our own Discord Server for continued 
community communication and support. This would be coming soon! For now, please continue to 
email our Support Team with questions and inquiries.  

Beware of Scams: 

CalChip Connect will never ask for personal or financial information via social media or any other 
communication apps. The only time we'd ever ask for any sort of sensitive information is when it's 
from an official CalChip Connect email containing our trademark logo, one of the forms on our 
website, or when you're going through our secure checkout process. If you see something that looks 
suspicious, send us an email to fraud.prevention@calchipconnect.com. 

Sales: 
 
Supply chain issues continue to create challenges for us to overcome. Due to this, at the end of May 
2021, we stopped accepting RAK Hotspot Miner orders. This is allowing us to meet or exceed our 
current shipping estimates for the backlog. 
 
We're all in this together, and RAKwireless and CalChip Connect are working daily to build and 
deliver more products onto the Helium Network. 
 
As the leading distributor in Helium Compatible Products, CalChip Connect has high visibility into 
new incoming compatible gateways and products across multiple manufacturers. Please fill out the 
form to show your interest in purchasing a Helium compatible miner, and we'll be sure to email you 
as new options become available. 

Shipping: 
 
Please note that the hotspot orders are shipped out in the same order they were received, however, 
in order to streamline shipping speed, our Fulfillment Team does pick the orders ahead of time 
based on the quantity of hotspots per order. 
 
 

 

 

mailto:fraud.prevention@calchipconnect.com
https://www.calchipconnect.com/pages/helium-compatible-miner-waitlist
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Gorilla and Hippo: 

Gorilla and Hippo have finished shipping out entirely. If you have an order within the Gorilla or Hippo 
Batch and have not yet received your order, please contact our support team.  

Iguana, Jackal, and Kangaroo:  

Iguana, Jackal, and Kangaroo have all been completed! If you have an order number that falls 
within one of these batches and you have not received a shipping notification, please contact our 
support team. 
 
Lion/Monkey/Numbat: 
 
Lion has completed shipping outside of a few select orders. Please contact support if you have an 
order # within the Lion Batch and your order hasn't been shipped yet.  Monkey Shipping will be 
starting soon, and Numbat still should be shipped out by the end of July 2021. 
 

Orca and Panda 

Estimated to ship by the end of August 2021. 
 
Quail and Raccoon: 

Estimated to ship by the end of August/Early September 2021. 

Squirrel, Turtle, Unicorn  

Estimated to ship around September 2021 

Velociraptor, Walrus, Xenops 

Estimated to ship around October 2021 

Yak and Zebra: 

Estimated to ship in November 2021  

Alien and Baby Yoda  

Estimated to ship in November 2021 

Chewbacca, Darth Vader, and E.T. 

Estimated to ship in November/December 2021 
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Refunds: 
 
If you would like to cancel and refund your hotspot order, please send an email to 
refund.request@calchipconnect.com and use your order number(s) as the subject line. 

Support: 
 
Our Support Team continues to receive extremely high volumes of inquires lately regarding 
customers checking on when their order will ship. Please do not email support to ask when your 
order will ship. The most up to date information can be found by utilizing the Shipping Calculator 
Tool. Please also note that emails are responded to in the same order they were received, sending 
emails multiple times will only delay response times further. Thank you for your patience and 
understanding in waiting for a reply while our support team works diligently to respond to everyone. 

Asia Units: CalChip Connect and RAKwireless will fulfill all Asia orders as soon as possible, but as 
of April 21st, 2021, we stopped accepting Asia/China orders. This was done in response to the U.S. 
and E.U. order backlog. China and Asia orders are now estimated to be fulfilled before the end of 
July 2021. 

See you next week for the July 14th Status Update! 

  

With respect and appreciation, 

  

The CalChip Connect Team 
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